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About This Game

Come and join Hello Kitty with her best friends in this action-packed Family Racing Party never before available on Steam!
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This game was just utterly cat tastic. From kitty kart, to flying feline. I just simply couldnt get enough of this furball out of my
brain. The apples in challenge mode were like catnip. The rings were just like a scratch post. I truly want to thank te developers
for releasing my inner crazy cat person within such a colorful enjoyable game.. My 8 year old daughter likes this game and we
have fun playing it together, but good gosh what a lazy port. The controllers work in-game most of the time but using them or
even the mouse on menu screens is hit-and-miss and . THERE'S NO WAY TO EXIT THE GAME short of alt-tabbing out and
then right clicking on the taskbar! If you want to charge u00a315 for a game then the very least you can do is make sure we can
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navigate the menus, choose characters without guess-work and then leave the game when we want to. Very very shoddy and
lazy. I'd recommend it for kids except they'll get frustrated with the menus not working properly. Fix that and you can have a
thumbs up.. For such a racing archcasual as I am, this game is exactly what I need: simple, fun & easy. Must admit that it is
somewhat underdeveloped (and probably never be improved), but it is still playable and enjoyable. I don't regret time spent on
it.. As someone who has three-starred all the challenges under the "Adventures with Sanrio Friends," I have to say this is one
perfectly designed game! The game itself, while coming off as something that should be played by a child, is actually a true
work of art. The game is challenging, and not due to the fact the controls are sticky and unresponsive at times. I believe the
proper placement of apples, cupcakes, or rings are what truly defines the difficulty of this game. While you played Dota 2,
wasted your time on League of Legends, I three-starred the challenges in Hello Kitty and Sanrio Friends Racing. --Do
reccomend. Pick this up, you will not regret throwing a Andrew Jackson at the screen.. The game is awesome! A lot of
characters and a lot of cars! Its like Mario Kart but you can drive too in the water and in the sky! I recommend it if you like that
genre!. ferrie goet. Buy this when it goes 90% off and play splitscreen with all of your friends, the endless plethora of bugs
make it fun for the hour it takes to play all the tracks.. IT SAYS IT IS MULTIPLAYER! IT LIES I WANT TO PLAY WITH
MY FRIENDS AND I CAN'T!!!
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